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Sweet month of August, Paris lulls you and offers you memories that will warm you up this winter. On
the corner of a street, a sandy beach along the Seine. Push the doors of a castle and discover a invisible
waterfall. Between high towers, super heroes will invite you to join them and fight against evil. You’re not
dreaming: Paris is magical!
Exhibition
Welcome to Paris Plage 2016!
Versailles: City of Art
You were hesitating between the beach and being in
one of the most beautiful cities in the world? You no
Until October 30th, come and discover the spectacular
longer need to choose! Of course it isn’t the Caribbean
work of Olafur Eliasson in the gardens of the Château
but Paris Plage offers a list of activities with a view of
de Versailles. The Danish artist is exhibiting an invisible
the Eiffel Tower with sand at your feet. Until
waterfall, a grove plunged in the fog and optical illusions
September 5th, you are invited to enjoy 3500 tonnes of
with mirrors. What a program imagined by Eliasson and
sand, “buvettes”, dancing, Tai Chi and much more.
inspired by an original idea of André Le Nôtre, Louis
There are 3 spaces where you can lay your beach towel
XVI’s landscape artist: the installation of a waterfall in
along the Seine river: Pompidou, La Villette and at the
the Grand Canal. Sublime!
Hôtel de Ville.

David Landriot’s Pastries
This month come and taste the new pastries by David Landriot. On the menu, the deconstructed SaintHonoré, L’Oriental (chocolate, vanilla and Sichuan pepper), Blackcurrant and Lemon Cheesecake with a
cashew nut sable and La Tarte Louise (almond cream with raspberries, raspberry jam and pink grapefruit
cream). A real treat!

My Paris for the Kids
Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N.
Young and old are welcome to plunge
themselves in the world of the Avengers at
the Esplanade de la Défense. Live the
adventure and become one of the mythical
Marvel characters. You can also discover
the costumes, decors, and the superhero
accessories from the Joss Whedon film,
Marvel’s Avenger. Prepare to join the
SHIELD team and become a hero yourself!

Discover our hotel
André Monet at Mandarin
Oriental, Paris
You can currently admire the 4
pieces of art by Canadian artist
André Monet in the hotel lobby.
After working in in the fashion
industry, André Monet is now
exploring the art of portraits.
And if you think you will simply
discover photographs, then you
are mistaken! His pieces are
made with a collage of old
newspapers
and
books
recreating
famous
people
including Marilyn Monroe,
Catherine Deneuve and Audrey
Hepburn.
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